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CONTRIBUTOR BIOGRAPHIES
ALEXANDRE COUTURE GAGNON is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Public Affairs
and Security Studies at The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. Her research centers on
language policy and immigration policy in national minorities. Her work has been published in
several books and journals including Public Choice, The Journal of Arts Management, Law, and
Society, and Society and Leisure. She is the recipient of the Outstanding International Female
Faculty at UTRGV in 2017.
NAN DARBOUS MARTHALLER provides result-driven, executive support to thought leaders in
education, healthcare, and research. A published poet, small press journalist, and presenter at the
24th Annual Write on the Sound conference and PAMLA 2017, her current work appeared in the
Summer 2017 edition of the Pomona Valley Review. Nan earned her B.A. from Antioch
University Seattle, is a graduate of the Alene Moris National Education for Women’s Leadership
Institute at the University of Washington, a Certified Scrum Master, and current Humanities
graduate student at American Military University.
DAVID RAMPTON is a Professor of English at the University of Ottawa, Canada. A specialist in
American and Comparative Literature, his publications include books and articles on all aspects
of modern and contemporary fiction, beginning with Vladimir Nabokov. His Critical Study of
Nabokov’s Novels marked a turning point in Nabokov criticism, rejecting the idea of Nabokov as
an aesthete primarily interested in creating aesthetic puzzles. His study of Nabokov in the
Macmillan Modern Novelist series remains a canonical introduction to the writer’s work. More
recently, William Faulkner: A Literary Life was noted for its revisionist view of Faulkner’s status
as the foremost twentieth-century American novelist. He has edited a number of well-known
anthologies, from Prose Models (3rd edition) and Short Fiction (2nd edition) to, in a more
comparative vein, The Government Inspector and Other Works and Notes From Underground
and Other Stories.
KRISTIN LEONARD is a student, scholar, educator, animal rescue activist, and a mother. She
received both her B.S and M.A. (English, Literature & Rhetoric) from Northern Arizona
University where she is beginning doctoral studies in Education, with a focus on English. Kristin
also studies creative writing (prose, playwriting, and poetry) at the University of Southern
Maine, and has a particular passion for writing with a historic flavor. Her critical and creative
work has been published in The Explicator, The Atlantic Online, and the e-book collection,
Hopes and Dreams for Our Future. Recently, her prose was also accepted for publication in The
Creative Café chapbook. She maintains a curated collection of her work at
medium.com/@kristin.leonard.
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DIANA DOMINGUEZ is a Professor of English at The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
where she teaches primarily medieval literature, women's literature, and children’s and
adolescent literature. She has published and presented both scholarly and creative work in print
and online journals and at national and international conferences. She is the 2014 recipient of the
UT System Regents' Outstanding Teaching Award and a Fellow of the UT System Academy of
Distinguished Teachers.
VALERIE GARZA is a graduate student and teaching assistant at the University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley. Her research interests include cultural criticism, rhetorical criticism, and fairy
tales. She is currently working on a master’s thesis, which analyzes select Grimm fairy tales and
Disney films through cluster criticism, a rhetorical criticism. An English tutor for several years,
she now works as a teaching assistant, having taught freshman composition courses and assisting
with upper-level undergraduate and graduate English courses.
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